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 Reviews

 JUAN CARLOS ESTENSSORO. Mutsicay Sociedad Coloniales. Lima 1680-1830.
 Lima: Editorial Colmillo Blanco, 1989. 159 pp. Drawings, bibliography,
 index.

 The majority of studies of colonial music in Lima, the "City of the Kings,"
 and the major administrative center of the Spanish colonial empire in
 South America, have heretofore dealt with the gathering of documentary
 evidence concerning musical activities in the Cathedral and other churches,
 and in the viceregal palace. In addition, previous research has attempted to
 chronicle such important matters as the organization and historical
 development and administration of the music chapel within the Cathedral,
 the careers of various chapel masters (Stevenson 1960; Sas 1971-72), and
 the description, cataloguing, and analysis of the extant repertory of works
 composed for the Cathedral (Claro 1974; Holzmann and Arr6spide 1949;
 Stevenson 1968, 1970, 1975; von Gavel 1974). While the musicological
 literature makes some references to the general social environment in which
 cathedral music operated and developed, it does not provide a systematic
 explanation of the relationships of music and urban colonial society. This
 fact alone enhances the timely appropriateness ofJuan Carlos Estenssoro's
 deliberate emphasis on the socio-historical dimensions of music making in
 colonial Lima in his book Mu'sicay Sociedad Coloniales.

 Estenssoro is a young Peruvian historian (born in Lima in 1964) who
 received his bachelor's and master's degrees from the Catholic University
 of Peru in history, and studied piano, analysis, and composition privately.
 He has carried out archival research in Peruvian, Bolivian, and Spanish ar-
 chives on Peruvian colonial music and on nineteenth-century music in
 Peru. His training as an historian is clearly evident in his approach to
 documentary sources.

 In his introduction, the author indicates that "the initial intention of this
 work was to provide an historical context that would allow us to understand
 and to recover (not only in its physical aspect) the music contained in the
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 Lima Archivo arzobispal" (p. 15). The musical contents of this archive
 determined logically the chronological boundaries of the study (1680-
 1830). Estenssoro also clearly considers his study a point of departure and
 thus makes no pretense of having treated comprehensively any of the sub-
 ject matters that retain his attention.

 The study is organized in two parts: part 1: "The Limeno Musical
 World," subdivided into five sections ("Music's Image in Written
 Sources," "Spanish Music," "Music in the Fiesta," "Non-Spanish
 Music," "Social Situation of Musicians"); part 2: with chapter 1 "Music
 and Church," subdivided into four sections ("Ideas on Religious Music,"
 "Ecclesiastic Authorities and Music," "Function of Music in the
 Temple," "Musical Activity of Other Religious Centers beyond the
 Cathedral") and chapter 2 "The Musical Repertory at the Lima
 Cathedral," subdivided into three sections ("The Music Archive," "The
 Musical Repertory," "The Musical Repertory of the Lima Cathedral as a
 Reflection of the Limeno Musical World"). Both parts are therefore struc-
 tured differently with no apparent reason.

 The most significant contribution of this study comes from the heavy
 reliance on primary sources, especially printed sources such as newspapers
 and periodicals of the period under consideration. In effect, part 1 consists
 almost exclusively of citations from these sources that illustrate contem-
 poraneous opinions on music and specific functions attributed to it. For ex-
 ample, the section "Music's Image in Written Sources" compiles a series
 of qualifiers (mostly adjectives) used in the description of music, with some
 explanations but generally de-contextualized. From these reiterated
 qualifications, the author retains three main points: 1) the recognition of
 "the 'sonorous' value of music, that is, its capacity to impose itself," 2)
 music is a symbolic form, a "reflection or manifestation of the social
 order," and 3) "music imposes its presence" and always affectively in-
 volves the listener. While there is no doubt that such functions have signifi-
 cant implications for a social appreciation of music, the mere quotation of
 adjectives does not successfully convey the social grounding of music con-
 ceptualization in colonial Lima. Realizing that the sources were written
 by representatives of the dominating class of colonial society, Estenssoro
 opts for differentiating the music of Lima as both Spanish and non-
 Spanish, on the ground that the authors of such sources (whether
 Spaniards, criollos, or European travelers) supposedly wrote about music
 familiar to them when dealing with art music and foreign when paying atten-
 tion to Peruvian popular music of the city. This dichotomy becomes rather
 puzzling when, for example, the reference to and discussion of an article on
 several pieces ofyaravi (Indian song genre) published in the Mercurio Peruano
 in 1791 are subsumed under "Spanish music." The predictable result,
 however, is that the literature on "Spanish" music is much more
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 voluminous than the "non-Spanish," which explains why the former takes
 35 pages of the author's attention and the latter only 7. This imbalance
 points logically to the nature of the historical sources but also makes one
 suspect that the selected classification is not very useful and therefore prob-
 ably inappropriate. By pointing out specific sources that support the
 description of activities and the formation of ideologies involving music
 making and uses at the time, the first part of this book partially penetrates
 the social foundation of music in colonial Lima. One wishes, though, that
 the author had dared going beyond the mere citation of sources, by pro-
 viding his own interpretations and even speculation about such matters as
 the potential nature of a criollo and mestizo musical syncretism in the
 Church or, in more general terms, the actual socio-cultural determinants of
 musical styles in both sacred and secular music. The section "Non-Spanish
 Music," which includes a discussion of the "presence of indigenous" and
 "black music," could have been more relevant with a thorough inter-
 pretive analysis of the historical documentation considered. The two-page
 consideration of the "social situation of musicians" leaves much to be

 desired as it deals strictly with the position of musicians from an economic
 standpoint rather than a social-stratification vantage point.

 Estenssoro's intuition on the relevance of numerous issues involving the
 interface of music and society in colonial Lima is clearly present, but unfor-
 tunately he rarely follows that intuition to any appreciable depth. For ex-
 ample, in chapter 1 of part 2, "Music and Church," he rightly sees the
 relationships between the two as equivalent to those of music and power,
 but fails to carry their implications to relevant questions of social organiza-
 tion of the music chapel and of power relations between the various social
 actors within the cathedral, such as the chapel authorities and personnel.
 Yet, the author's identification of several factors affecting these relation-
 ships reveals a good historical understanding. These factors involve the
 Church as a clearly colonial institution whose "strategy allows it to incor-
 porate, with great flexibility, the largest quantity of musical manifestations
 from the most diverse sectors" (p. 79), and its general inability to accom-
 pany the socio-political changes of the late colonial period and during the
 movement for independence. The Church's control of music is also con-
 sidered here as taking the form of a struggle against secular elements,
 "sporadic confrontations with the secular power," and a "struggle against
 private initiatives" of making music outside the church or fiestas sanctioned
 by it. Unfortunately, the author only presents these thoughts as sketchy
 statements without providing factual support or reference. The section
 "Ecclesiastic Authorities and Music" is a good model of the type of source
 identification from which empiric data can be gathered to support a more
 engaging discussion of the Church's ruling over music in theory and actual
 practice.
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 In dealing with the music repertory at the Lima Cathedral, Estenssoro
 studies the cathedral archive in connection with other South American ar-

 chival centers and emphasizes the centrality of Lima, the actual contents of
 the archive, highlighting the possible relationship between works of Euro-
 pean (especially Spanish) composers represented in the archive and those of
 local composers or chapel masters, and the main composers and their
 works. All of this is treated, however, without the degree of depth that the
 subject demands. In addition, Estenssoro draws partial conclusions without
 the benefit of supporting evidence. A case in point is the two-page section
 "The Music Repertory of the Lima Cathedral as a Reflexion of the Limeio
 Musical World," in which the author attempts to identify socially the au-
 dience of the cathedral. His first consideration is that "the public attending
 the cathedral is evidently a given public not necessarily representative of
 the [entire] Lima population. . . . The important and significant fact is
 that a selected public as that of the cathedral heard works apparently
 directed toward listeners of another social level" (p. 123). That was prob-
 ably so, but the statement is ambiguous in that it does not specify which
 social classes were involved. The second consideration refers to the official

 status of the music repertory in the cathedral that nevertheless was widely
 disseminated throughout the city, since the orchestra of the music chapel
 participated in official feasts and in those of parish churches. Here, the im-
 plication is that the same official repertory was performed on all musical oc-
 casions, a possibility that needs empirical evidence. Thus, the author is
 unable to show in concrete terms the degree to which this repertory can in-
 deed be considered as a reflexion of the musical world of the city. One
 suspects that the repertory was too restrictive in function and style to be
 useful in all criollo and mestizo musical events.

 The two-page conclusion identifies three major periods within the
 chronology considered in this study: 1) 1680-1790, characterized as a
 period of the establishment of the urban colonial society, during which a
 consensus existed concerning the function and value of music, and the
 Church appeared as the controlling force of music activities, harboring,
 however, the musical manifestations of the various social classes; 2) 1755-
 1820, characterized by the gradual introduction of modernist ideas, bring-
 ing the disappearance of the previous consensus, the Church's tendency
 "to dismiss all music that is foreign to it," the emergence of theatre as an
 "alternative form to the temple and the fiesta"; 3) 1813-1840, characterized
 by the "defeat to the possible consensus of the enlightenment aesthetics,"
 the end of the Church's authority as regulator of musical life, and by the
 predominance of theatrical music. Presented in an outline format, these
 conclusions remain unsatisfactory not only because they are not carefully
 developed but also because they are not fully supported by the contents of
 the book.
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 This study was meant as a preliminary review of printed sources and as
 such has value. However, its title overstates its actual contents, and its
 publication in this format appears premature. One can only hope that
 Estenssoro will follow his excellent intuition and develop his research
 toward a full-fledged social history of colonial music in Lima that will take
 into account the music making of all strata of colonial society.
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